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SCOPE 

This process applies to all undergraduate and postgraduate coursework courses and units offered in the Faculty 
of Medicine, Nursing and Health Sciences (MNHS) as well as units in which the Faculty has a majority teaching 
responsibility. 

PURPOSE 

To outline the use of features within Moodle to reduce opportunities for cheating and/or collusion, and confirm student 
identity when using online ‘exam-type’ assessment within a teaching period. 

This document addresses strategies for increasing the security of quiz, test and exam-type activities (as defined in the 
Assessment Categories, Definitions and Concepts [ACDC] document) that are conducted through the university’s learning 
management system (Moodle), and that take place during teaching weeks.  

The focus is not on: 

● End-of-semester assessments 

● Assessments competed with a human invigilator present in the physical space where students are completing the 

activity 

● Coursework tasks (e.g. assignments) 

● Responding to suspected breaches of academic integrity (see Student Academic Misconduct Procedure and the 

Student Academic Integrity Procedure). 

 

Overview of examination-type assessment activities: 

For many units within the faculty, some form of in-semester knowledge testing may be required. These assessments often 
take the form of quizzes, tests or examinations (hereafter ‘examination-type’ assessments) which can be completed online, 
either in an on-campus setting, or remotely.  

 

The table below provides an overview of the distinctions between quizzes, tests and examinations according to the MNHS 
Assessment Categories, Definitions and Concepts [ACDC] framework. 

 

 Quiz / Quiz series* Test / Test series** In-semester exam 

Recommended 
Weighting 

<=10% (cumulative) Individual test maximum: 30% 

Test series maximum: 60% 
(cumulative) 

31% or more 

Recommended 
Duration 

Up to 45 mins (for 10%) Up to 2 hrs Up to 2 hours 
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_pFjiXuHBOWMyvwpP5aplrnJHHBE6grv/view
https://www.monash.edu/__data/assets/pdf_file/0007/2426839/Student-Academic-Misconduct-Procedure.pdf
https://www.monash.edu/__data/assets/pdf_file/0004/2300935/Student-Academic-Integrity-Procedure.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_pFjiXuHBOWMyvwpP5aplrnJHHBE6grv/view
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 Quiz / Quiz series* Test / Test series** In-semester exam 

Recommended 
Timing window 

Untimed Timer starts when begun Timer starts at scheduled 
exam time 

Recommended 
Availability 

Within 1-2 weeks of related 
teaching and learning 
activities 

Open for up to 48 hours (exact 
window may vary depending on 
class time). Be aware of 
availability of tech support at 
certain times.  

 

 

 

 

During scheduled exam time 
slot only 

 

Feedback Individual answers and 
feedback required 

No specific answers provided - 
but general overall feedback can 
be given and review of questions 
where significant proportions of 
cohort get them wrong is 
encouraged 

Required at cohort level; 
highlight areas done well/badly 

Purpose For learning 

 

Quizzes should be designed 
to help students self-assess 
their knowledge and 
understanding of content in 
preparation for further 
learning 

For and of learning 

 

It is expected that test content 
should usually be reassessed 
later in the unit in a broader 
context 

Of learning 

 

Exams should be designed to 
be the final time the content is 
explicitly assessed in the unit. 

 

Security 
requirements*** 

Low  

 

Quizzes are designed for 
students to learn from, so 
multiple completions and 
discussion of answers is not 
necessarily a negative.  

At least 100 points of security 
required 

 

 

At least 100 points of security 
required 

 

 

 

* A quiz series (two or more quizzes) may have a total weighting of 10% 

** A test series (two or more tests) may have a total weighting between 11% and 60%. Please consider logistical 
requirements when allocating test weightings (i.e. it may not be worth running 4 x 3% tests which all need to be secure; 
consider a quiz series worth 10% or a single test worth 12% instead) 

*** For more information about assessment security, see the Assessment using quizzes and tests section of the Assessment 
Regime Business Process.  

 

 

 

https://www.monash.edu/__data/assets/pdf_file/0009/2409417/Assessment-Regime-Business-Process.pdf
https://www.monash.edu/__data/assets/pdf_file/0009/2409417/Assessment-Regime-Business-Process.pdf
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General considerations 

 

As with any other assessment method, while the majority of students will complete the task as intended, there is scope for 
some students to seek unfair advantage through breaching academic integrity in ways such as cheating, collusion or 
contract cheating.  

 

There are many approaches that can be used to attempt to reduce opportunities for cheating in examination-type 
assessments (sometimes called ‘securing the task’), though none are infallible, and there are costs and benefits to each 
approach.  

 

It is also important to consider the cost and benefit of securing a particular task. The resources put into securing a relatively 
low-stakes online test may ultimately be better expended in providing more feedback to students in a more authentic activity 
that assesses the same learning outcome in a different way.  

 

Note that while technical support is provided for many invigilated activities (including those invigilated via Lockdown 
browsers) the chief examiner or a nominee must be available by phone throughout the scheduled assessment period in 
case of queries relating to content or academic response to technology failure for one or more students.  

 

This document outlines the different ‘levels’ of exam-type assessment, and strategies that can be used to assist in 
attempting to secure these assessment activities. It is ultimately up to the chief examiner of each unit to determine 
which security measures are most suitable for their unit, in line with pedagogical and practical considerations, 
faculty business processes, and university policies and procedures.  
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Strategies   

Key 

 

 

Reducing cheating 
 

 

Reducing collusion 
 

 

Confirming ID 

 

Option Why (pedagogy) How (links) 

Writing questions 
that test ‘higher 
order’ thinking skills 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Items in examination-type assessments can be described as requiring use of lower through to higher order in terms of the 
cognitive processes (‘thinking skills’), as described in Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy. 
 
Case-based, contextualised questions are more likely to test higher order cognitive skills compared to questions asking 
for rote-learned, factual recall of content (Australian Medical Aassessment Collaboration, 2014). Scenarios such as 
laboratory experiments, clinical situations or natural phenomena can be drawn upon when writing questions 

 

Pros: 

● Posing questions that require students to use higher order thinking skills, such as applying their knowledge or 
analysing data to reach an appropriate conclusion are less easily searched for on the internet, textbooks and 
unit notes. 

● Using questions requiring higher order thinking have the potential to distinguish more effectively between 
student levels of achievement than those requiring lower order thinking. 

 

Cons: 

● Development of higher-order questions can be time-consuming for academics. 
● Scope to include these may be limited depending on unit learning outcomes. 

 

Reference: Australian Medical Assessment Collaboration (AMAC) (2014). Determining the quality of assessment items in 
collaborations: aspects to discuss to reach agreement. [online] Available at: https://www.acer.org/files/quality-

 

https://sites.google.com/monash.
edu/mnhs-hub/all-resources 

 

 
https://sites.google.com/monash.
edu/bdi-mcq-guide/  

 

https://www.acer.org/files/quality-determination-of-assessment-items-amac-resource.pdf
https://www.acer.org/files/quality-determination-of-assessment-items-amac-resource.pdf
https://sites.google.com/monash.edu/mnhs-hub/all-resources
https://sites.google.com/monash.edu/mnhs-hub/all-resources
https://sites.google.com/monash.edu/bdi-mcq-guide/
https://sites.google.com/monash.edu/bdi-mcq-guide/
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 determination-of-assessment-items-amac-resource.pdf 

Use open-ended 
question types 

 

Consider question type selection to include open, rather than closed question types, such as using short-answer or essay-
style questions instead of, or as well as, multiple choice questions. 

 

Pros: 

● Better enables detection of cheating, plagiarism and collusion than MCQ-only tasks. 

 

Cons: 

● Labour intensive with regard to marking compared with multiple choice questions. A suggested compromise 

could be to include one or two of these question types at the end of a predominantly MCQ task. 

 

Review Moodle 
access logs during/ 
after the assessment 

 

Moodle records whenever features in a unit are accessed. The logs can be used to indicate if a student accessed other 
features in the unit during the time the assessment was open. (This is only useful for assessments that occur within fairly 
short time windows). 

 

 

How to view access logs 

Use a question bank 

 

Question banks can be created in Moodle so that students are randomly given a certain number of questions from a 
particular question bank. This will result in students all getting a different mix of questions. 

 

Pros: 

● Once the questions are in Moodle, it’s very easy to set up. 

● Good question banks will save you time in future semesters 

Cons: 

● Time consuming to develop a large question bank, particularly with different question types and topics 

 

Quiz (Moodle Activity) 

Question Bank - Moodle 

 

Question Types - Moodle 

https://www.acer.org/files/quality-determination-of-assessment-items-amac-resource.pdf
https://medelearning.jitbit.com/helpdesk/KB/View/36514197-viwing-access-logs-in-moodle--april-
https://www.monash.edu/learning-teaching/teaching-resources/search/moodle-userguides/quiz
https://docs.moodle.org/27/en/Question_bank
https://docs.moodle.org/310/en/Question_types
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Lockdown browser 
without webcam 

 

A lockdown browser is designed to prevent students accessing other software, files or online resources during a test or 
exam. If using this software it is important that it is presented to students well before the test/exam, and that they 
complete a practice test using the software a few days before the actual assessment in order to minimise the risk of 
issues (such as user error, difficulty downloading or using the software, or identify bandwidth problems) during the 
assessment period.  

 

There are two lockdown browser options available at present:  

Respondus Lockdown Browser 

(Can be used with any Moodle quiz in your own unit site) 

Monash Safe Exam Browser 

(Can be used with any test or examination in the Monash eAssessment platform).  

 

Note: The chief examiner or a delegate must be available by phone for the duration of the assessment in case of queries 
or to consult with support staff on actions in case of technology failure.  

 

Pros:  

● Makes it difficult for a student to access other information on their computer during a test or exam.  

● Can be used with any Moodle quiz directly in the unit’s Moodle site allowing staff flexibility in timing, and a 

familiar access point for students.  

Cons:   

● Students can access resources, or speak to other people on other devices. 

● There is a cost per student, per unit for this software if using Respondus. 

● Can create a false sense of security for staff.  

● Can make students believe that cheating is more common than it actually is. 

● No recording is made of the session in case of subsequent follow up.   

Guide to Respondus (for 
students) 

 

FAQ for students (can be linked 
from Moodle) 

 

Setting up Respondus 
assessment tasks 

 

Current support arrangements 
for Respondus  

 

 

eAssessment 
eVigilated 
assessment 

The University’s platform for online assessments can support some in-semester tests and exams (the number of 
tests/exams supported is expected to increase over time). The assessment is created within the eAssessment platform 
and results can be fed into Moodle. Students are invigilated by an artificial intelligence (AI)-supported human invigilator 

eExams information for students 
(ask.monash) 

https://www.monash.edu/exams/electronic-exams/about/safe-exam-browser
https://rise.articulate.com/share/qQPkJkeQrWSEzrRqEFIe3jiqriUZbiz6#/lessons/MPyHKi8dnx-EhXfx3T5bbqwPciE22btU
https://rise.articulate.com/share/UtU_GofVJ6OGCnJZ7NK-3V4kf30qwnQY
https://rise.articulate.com/share/hcsorjRl322pM4-cQyapowoOAB5xv9oh#/
https://rise.articulate.com/share/hcsorjRl322pM4-cQyapowoOAB5xv9oh#/
https://medelearning.jitbit.com/helpdesk/KB/View/36514336-respondus-support--april-
https://medelearning.jitbit.com/helpdesk/KB/View/36514336-respondus-support--april-
https://www.monash.edu/exams/electronic-exams
https://www.monash.edu/exams/electronic-exams
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while completing the task. Students are required to show their ID to the onboarding or supervising invigilator when 
commencing the assessment.  

Pros:  

● The platform is also used for university end-of-semester exams so can help students become familiar with that 

system, and conversely students will become more familiar with it as they progress through their studies.  

● The assessment is also recorded. 

● Human invigilation/support is provided. 

● All recordings are created and held at Monash so relatively easy to access if required in the case of misconduct 

queries, via the eAssessment team.   

● ID check provides some confidence that the person completing the assessment is the person in the ID 
●   

Cons:  

● Questions have to be created directly into the platform and cannot be imported. 

● Tests and exams must be set up at least 3 weeks before they are due for release for internal QA processes by 

the Online Assessment and Integrity Services teams.  

● Browser is not locked down so students can access other content during the assessment, although the system 

should flag that this is occurring allowing the invigilator to review the student’s screen, intervene and flag any 

concerning activity.  

● Currently the number of in-semester assessments (tests/exams) supported is limited. The number is expected 

to increase in the future as the platform matures.   

● The person completing the assessment may have used fraudulent ID or the student may have given their 
genuine ID to someone else, and the person completing the assessment may not be the named student. 
(Mitigated to some degree where staff know the students in the cohort). 

 

Online Assessment and integrity 
services 

(Staff information site) 

 

 

For all online assessment 
scheduling enquiries: 

Email: 

exam.timetable@monash.edu  

 

For all online assessment general 
enquiries (assessment options, 
question types, arranging in-
semester assessments, quality 
assurance, training): 

Email: eAssessment-
support@monash.edu 

 

Use random 
questions from a 
question bank to give 
each student a 
unique assessment

 

Question banks can be created in Moodle so that students are randomly given a certain number of questions from a 
particular question bank. This will result in students all getting a different mix of questions. 

 

Pros: 

● Once the questions are in Moodle, it’s very easy to set up. 

● Good question banks will save you time in future semesters 

Cons: 

Quiz (Moodle Activity) 

 

Question Bank - Moodle 

Question Types - Moodle 

https://www.monash.edu/oais
https://www.monash.edu/oais
mailto:exam.timetable@monash.edu
mailto:exam.timetable@monash.edu
mailto:eAssessment-support@monash.edu
mailto:eAssessment-support@monash.edu
https://www.monash.edu/learning-teaching/teaching-resources/search/moodle-userguides/quiz
https://docs.moodle.org/27/en/Question_bank
https://docs.moodle.org/310/en/Question_types
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● Time consuming to develop a large question bank, particularly with different question types and topics 

Shuffle question 
order 

 

When setting up an assessment in Moodle shuffle the question order within your different sections. This will ensure 
students get questions in a different order and therefore prevent collusion. 

 

Pros: 

● Students get questions in a different order to other students 

● Set up by just ticking a box 

Cons: 

● Questions can’t be shuffled if they are sequential. So harder to do with case study type questions 

How to randomly order questions 
in Moodle quizzes 

Lockdown browser 
with webcam 

 

(For a description of the lockdown browser functionality, see section above ‘Lockdown browser without webcam’) 
 

The lockdown browser can be used in conjunction with a webcam for additional security. This creates a recording of what 
the student is doing while completing the exam, and in principle allows identification if a student is looking at e.g. a 
smartphone, notes or a book, or speaking to someone else while completing the assessment, or if they leave the room.  

If using a lockdown browser, a practise quiz must be completed a few days before the actual assessment to identify 
technical limitations or issues in advance and allow them to be remediated as far as possible.  

 

Students are required to be visible in the webcam for the duration of the assessment, and can be required to present their 
ID to the camera at the outset.  

 

Note: Where a lockdown browser with webcam is required, you will need to use Respondus.  

 

Pros:  

● Can identify unauthorised use of resources or unauthorised communication with others 
● Creates a recording for later review 
● Some confidence that the person completing the assessment is the person in the ID 
● Recordings are made of the session for future reference.  

Guide to Respondus (for 
students) 

 

FAQ for students (can be linked 
from Moodle) 

 

 

 

Setting up Respondus 
assessment tasks 

 

Current support arrangements 
for Respondus  

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SEsDy575RTSSxknDwvBimcyDl8re8XmgOREKvWQS1o8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SEsDy575RTSSxknDwvBimcyDl8re8XmgOREKvWQS1o8/edit?usp=sharing
https://rise.articulate.com/share/qQPkJkeQrWSEzrRqEFIe3jiqriUZbiz6#/lessons/MPyHKi8dnx-EhXfx3T5bbqwPciE22btU
https://rise.articulate.com/share/UtU_GofVJ6OGCnJZ7NK-3V4kf30qwnQY
https://rise.articulate.com/share/hcsorjRl322pM4-cQyapowoOAB5xv9oh#/
https://rise.articulate.com/share/hcsorjRl322pM4-cQyapowoOAB5xv9oh#/
https://medelearning.jitbit.com/helpdesk/KB/View/36514336-respondus-support--april-
https://medelearning.jitbit.com/helpdesk/KB/View/36514336-respondus-support--april-
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Cons:  

● Video not usually viewed unless issues are raised by the lecturer or flagged by the system during the activity.  
● More bandwidth-intensive so may create technology issues for students with limited internet access at home.  
● Recordings are stored by the vendor and can take some time to obtain. Requests must be made via the 

eAssessment team.   
● The faculty pays a cost per student per unit for this software.  
● Person completing the assessment may have used fraudulent ID or the student may have given their genuine 

ID to someone else, and the person completing the assessment may not be the named student. (Mitigated to 
some degree where staff know the students in the cohort). 

● Recordings are kept by the vendor and may take some time to access (requested via eAssessment team).   

Timing 

 

Moodle-based assessments can be made available to students during set periods of time through the activity settings. 
The availability window should be different for quizzes, tests and exams. Quizzes can be made available for a long period 
of time (e.g. days or weeks), whereby a student can commence the quiz at any time. Tests should be available during a 
smaller window of time (up to 24-48hrs). Once a student starts a test each student should only be allowed one attempt of 
a set duration. Exams should have a much tighter availability window - ideally all students should start at the same time. 
Exceptions can be made for students in different time zones or with special consideration. 

 

Note that when invigilation software is used, there may be limits on the practical time windows for access due to 
availability of technical support (usually during business hours, Australian time).  

 

Pros: 

●  Maintain flexibility for students while balancing academic integrity issues when appropriate.  

Cons:  

● Must be manually set up. Exceptions for particular students can be created but this is also a manual process.  

● The longer the availability window the more opportunity students will have to collude with peers or access 

answers through other sources such as ‘help sites’. 

Setting Moodle quiz timings 

Feedback delay 

 

Some students may be required to sit an assessment after the bulk of students complete the task (e.g. if they have been 
granted special consideration). It is important that these students do not get an unfair advantage compared to their peers. 
If an alternative assignment cannot be  

How to adjust quiz settings to 
delay feedback 

 

https://medelearning.jitbit.com/helpdesk/KB/View/36515033-setting-moodle-quiz-timings
https://medelearning.jitbit.com/helpdesk/KB/View/36599097-adjusting-moodle-quiz-settings-to-delay-feedback
https://medelearning.jitbit.com/helpdesk/KB/View/36599097-adjusting-moodle-quiz-settings-to-delay-feedback
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arranged for these students, we suggest not releasing feedback to the student cohort until all students have completed 
the task. This will help reduce collusion. Release of feedback and grades can be toggled via the Moodle quiz activity 
settings.  

Pros: 

● More difficult for students to collude as results/feedback are not released until all students have completed the 

assessment 

Cons: 

● A balance must be made between timely feedback and academic integrity. If not all students can complete the 

quiz for a long time, an alternative assignment (or alternative questions) should be arranged. 

Blocking question 
review (students 
can’t go back) 

 

Preventing students from returning to earlier questions can reduce the risk of students sharing answers among 
themselves, especially during assessments with randomised question order.  

 

Pros:  

● Makes it more difficult for students to share answers among themselves 

Cons: 

● Prevents students from adjusting answers if they identify an earlier error in their own work later in the 

assessment 

●  

● Forces students to answer questions in a particular order, which can affect performance and create anxiety if 

they have struggled with the initial questions 

● Forces students to choose to guess an answer to save time rather than answer the question accurately when 

they have had time to think about the topic.  

How to force sequential 
answering of questions in 
Moodle.  
 
 

Use of Turnitin 

 

If the assessment requires the student to prepare longer answers to questions, these may be entered directly into a 
response box within a Moodle quiz, or uploaded to a dropbox, either via a textbox or as a separate document within a 
specified time.  

If no lockdown browser is used, a student could cut-and-paste text from other sources into the response field. If a 
separate document is uploaded, this may have been obtained from someone else or prepared outside the time permitted 
for the activity.  

Turnitin information and guide 

 

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1g83RHEbNx4l9W7MSVvxNzs3SOhvRTFCsc87AS6vv43A/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1g83RHEbNx4l9W7MSVvxNzs3SOhvRTFCsc87AS6vv43A/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1g83RHEbNx4l9W7MSVvxNzs3SOhvRTFCsc87AS6vv43A/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1g83RHEbNx4l9W7MSVvxNzs3SOhvRTFCsc87AS6vv43A/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1g83RHEbNx4l9W7MSVvxNzs3SOhvRTFCsc87AS6vv43A/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.monash.edu/learning-teaching/teaching-resources/search/turnitin/turnitin
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Where documents are uploaded directly, these should be submitted through a Turnitin-enabled assignment dropbox.  

For responses entered directly into Moodle quiz fields, random or suspicious student submissions may be manually 
copied into one or more document(s) and run through Turnitin to identify similarity to other sources, such as other student 
submissions or published content.  

Pros:  

● Most students are familiar with Turnitin and the submission process. 

● Turnitin can flag files with suspicious metadata linked to potential contract cheating 

● An assignment dropbox can be set up with instructions, templates and requirements, and can open and close at 

set times allowing students to work on a bigger or more open task within a specified time window.  

 

Cons: 

● Manually submitting text from student submissions through Turnitin can be time consuming.  

● If a single document is used to combine multiple submissions, it may not detect matches within the document 

itself.  

● If random submissions are run through Turnitin, other instances of copying or collusion may not be detected. 

● The Turnitin database is not comprehensive.  

 

Other resources 

More information about detecting breaches of academic integrity in student work, including in examination-type tasks, can be found in this MEA guide to detecting breaches of academic integrity. 

Tip #3 in this MEA Guide about Getting started with academic integrity outlines some information that is useful to discuss with students about expectations for assessments, and particularly exam-type assessments.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.monash.edu/learning-teaching/TeachHQ/Assessment/academic-integrity/how-to/detect-a-breach
https://www.monash.edu/learning-teaching/TeachHQ/Assessment/academic-integrity/quick-start
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